ABSTRACT. A perfectly normal, locally compact, collectionwise-T%, noncollectionwise normal space is constructed using 0*, a combinatorial axiom which holds in Gödel's constructible universe L. The construction answers questions of F. Tall and S. Watson.
Introduction.
The existence of spaces which are perfectly normal and locally compact, but not collectionwise normal (CWN) is known to be consistent with, and independent of, the usual axioms of set theory. Under Martin's Axiom plus the negation of the Continuum Hypothesis (CH) such spaces exist-an wiCantor tree, for example. On the other hand, F. Tall [T] obtained a model of set theory in which all perfectly normal, locally compact spaces are CWN,2 by adjoining N2 random reals to a model of V = L. He asked whether this result follows from V = L alone. S. Watson [W] showed that in L all normal, locally compact spaces are collectionwise Hausdorff (CWH); in fact, that they are collectionwise normal with respect to compact sets. Since all known examples of (perfectly) normal, locally compact, non-CWN spaces were in fact non-CWH, he was led to ask whether all (perfectly) normal, locally compact, CWH spaces are CWN. In this paper we answer the questions of Tall and Watson in the negative by constructing, assuming 0* (which holds in L), a perfectly normal, locally compact, CWH, non-CWN space.
Construction
of the example. Our example is obtained by modifying the technique of constructing the so-called "Kunen line", as described in [JKR] . This technique is a machine which works uner CH: If the input is a space (X, t), where X has cardinality Ni and r is a first countable, Hausdorff topology, the output is (X, t'), where t' is finer than r, and is locally compact, locally countable, regular, and not Lindelöf. If, in addition, r is hereditarily separable and perfectly normal, then so is r' (hereditary separability of the input is used to show the normality of the output), and thus r' will be CWN as well. In [JKR] the machine is applied to R to yield a perfectly normal, locally compact, hereditarily separable, non-Lindelöf space.
Our modification of this machine does not require a hereditarily separable input to get a normal output. Instead, we need the input (X, r) to be a first countable, perfectly normal CWH space of cardinality Ni, and we need left-separated3 subsets of X to be tr-closed discrete (all Moore spaces, for example, satisfy the latter condition). Given such an input space, the output will be locally countable, locally compact, perfectly normal, CWH, and non-Lindelöf. If the input is also non-CWN, so is the output. Thus, applying our machine to Fleissner's CH example [F] of a normal, CWH, nonmetrizable Moore space yields our desired example.
In order to work, our modification requires the following axiom, 0*, a strengthening of 0 which holds in L:
(>*: There exists a sequence (Aa)a<UJl such that (i) Aa C P(oc) and \Aa\ < u for all a < Wi, and (ii) for each A C wi, {a: A n a G Aa} contains a closed unbounded subset of ui.
A sequence (Aa)a<UJi that satisfies (i) and (ii) is called a ()*-sequence. 0* seems to be necessary to show that, given an input (X, t) and a subset A of X closed in the output (X, r'), clT(A) -A is fj-left-separated in (X, r), hence tr-closed discrete in (X, t) by an assumption on the input space. It is then fairly easy to see that the other assumptions on the input space imply the claimed properties of the output. (By way of comparison, the key fact in the [JKR] technique is that clT(A) -A is countable.) THEOREM (()*). Suppose \X\ = Ki, andr is a first countable,4 perfectly normal, CWH topology on X such that left-separated subsets of X are r-closed discrete. Then there exists a finer topology r* on X such that (X, r') is locally countable, locally compact, perfectly normal, and CWH. If(X,r)
is not CWN, then neither is (X,t').
PROOF. Assume the hypothesis of the theorem. Since |X| = Ni, let us identify X with uji. For each a < Wi, let Xa = a. Let {Aa: a < cji ) be a (¡»"-sequence. We construct, by induction, a Hausdorff topology rQ on Xa so that, if ß < a < wi, the following hold:
(1) Tß = tq H P(Xß) (this condition implies that Tß is the relative topology on Xß in the space (Xa,Ta)),
(2) ra is first countable and locally compact, (3) ra is finer than the original subspace topology on Xa, (4) if 6 < ß, A G As, and ß G c\T(A), then ß G clTa(A), and (5) ra is regular, zero-dimensional, and, if a < wi, metrizable. For a < uj, let ra be the discrete topology on Xa. Suppose we have defined Tß for each ß < a, for some a < wi, so that (l)- (5) hold.
If cv is a limit, let ra be the topology generated by U/3<Q ra> Lera = {U C Xa: UnXßeTß for each ß < a}.
It is not difficult to check that (l)-(5) hold in this case.
If a is a successor, say a = a' + l, proceed as follows. If there is no A G Ué<Q' ^* such that a' G clT(A), let a' be isolated, and let ra be generated by rQ< U{{a'}}. If there is such an A, let {Bn: n G w} list all such, with each occurring infinitely many times in the listing. Since r is first countable, let {Vn(a'):n G u>} be a decreasing A space X is left-separated if there is a well-ordering < of X such that, for each x 6 X, x& {y-y < x}-.
base at a', and choose pn for each n such that pn G Bn (~l Vn(a'). Since {pn: n€ oj} is closed discrete in the original subspace topology on Xai, it is closed discrete in rat. By assumption, tq> is zero-dimensional, locally compact, and metrizable (and therefore normal and CWH), so for each n G w we may let Kn be a clopen compact set in rai containing pn such that Kn C Vn(a') fl Xai and {Kn:n G w} is discrete.
For each n G w, let Í7n(a') = {a'} U |J{7fm:m > n}, and let rQ be the topology generated by rai U {Un(a')\ n G w}. In either of these cases it is easy to check that (l)- (5) hold.
Let us denote the topology rWl on X by r'. Clearly, (X, r') is locally countable and locally compact. We wish to show it is also perfectly normal and CWH. With this in mind, we now prove the key fact: If A is closed in (X,t'), then clr(A)\A is rj-closed discrete in (X, t). Suppose A is closed in (X,r'), and let A* =clr(A)\A. Since r is first countable, for each ß G A* we may let <p(ß) < wi such that ß G c\T(A í) <f>(ß)). Let C = {a < ui\ß < a implies <p(ß) < a). C is a closed unbounded subset of wi. By <>*, let C' be a closed unbounded subset of wi such that, for each a G C", A (1 a G AQ. Let D -C C\ C", and let {e/Q: a < wi} be an increasing enumeration of D. Without loss of generality we may assume cío = 0. Then o>i = \Ja<bJ [da,da+i).
For each a < wi, enumerate the countable set A* fl [da,dQ-(-i) by {ban:n G u}. For each n G w, let 7?n = {6Qn: a < wi}. Each 7?n is left-separated in r: If not, there is an a < wi such that 6Qn G clT({6/g": ß < a}), which implies that ban G clr(A* fl da): it is easy to check that this implies that ban G clT(A fl da). Since da < ban and A fl da G Ada, this means that öan G clT'(A fl da), so 6Qn G A, which is a contradiction.
Since Bn is left-separated in (X, r), we have by our assumptions on (X, r) that Bn is tr-closed discrete in (X, r). Hence A*, which is the union of the Bn's, is u-closed discrete in (X, t).
We now show (X, t') is perfectly normal. Equivalently, we show that if A is closed in (X, r'), then there is a sequence of sets (Vn: nGuj) such that each Vn G r' where each Bn is closed discrete in t. Since r is CWH and normal, let {Vf,«: b G #n} be a discrete collection of open sets in r separating the point in Bn. Since t' is finer than r and is zero-dimensional, for each n E u¡ and each b G 7?n, let W^ be clopen in r' such that 6 G Won C V¡," fl (X\A); since {Wbn'-b G #"} is discrete in r', UbGB Wim is cl°Pen in ^j and it is easy to check that X\ (J Wfm I = fl Cl-'(i/n)n n (x\ u 6 €Sn / nEui ngu \ 6£ß"
Shelah [S] has shown that 0* implies that every normal space of character < Ni is Ni-CWH (every closed discrete set of size wi can be separated), so our space (X, t') is CWH. This can also be proved directly in a manner similar to the proof of the key fact above, by showing that a closed discrete set in (X, r') is cr-left-separated, and hence cr-closed discrete, in (X, r). We omit this proof. Finally, let us assume that (X, r) is not CWN, and show that neither is (X, r'). Let 77 = {77a:a < wi} be a discrete collection of closed sets that cannot be separated in (X, r) . 77 is also a discrete collection of closed sets in (X, r'). Suppose of 77 in (X, t). It is sufficient to show the following: (*) For each a < wi there is a collection {Van:n G w} C r such that 77Q C Un€w Van> Wan-öl < uji} is discrete in (X, t) for each n E ui, and if a ^ ß in wi, ciT(van)nH0 = 0.
Since a closed set in (X, r') is equal to a closed set in (X, r) minus a cr-closed discrete (in (X, r)) set, an open set in (X, r') is equal to an open set in (X, r) plus a fj-closed discrete (in (X, t)) set. So for each a < wi, let t/Q = U'a U Unew ^<*n, where U'a £t and each T?Q" is closed discrete in (X, r). We first consider the points in Ha\U'a.
For each a < wi and each n G w, let 77an = (Ha\U^) n ¿ÎQ". Since {Han: a < uji} is a discrete collection of closed sets in (X, t) and each 77Qn is closed discrete in (X, r), Ua<w ^*™ ^s cl°sed discrete in (X, r) for each n G u. Since r is normal and CWH, let {Vbn-b G \Ja<ul Han) be a discrete collection of open sets in (X, r) separating \Ja<u:1 Han-Then {\J{Vbn-b G 77Qn}:a < wi} is a discrete collection of open sets in (X, r) separating {Han:a < wi}. Since r is normal, we may assume without loss of generality that, if a ^ ß in <x>i, clr((JO4n:6G77cm})n77/3 = 0.
Now let us consider the points of Ha fl f/¿,. Since r is perfectly normal, we may let U'a -UnGw ^an s0 t^1^ eac^ ^o« is closed. Then {77a fl Kan: a < wi} is a discrete collection of closed sets in (X, t) that is separated by {U'a:a < wi}. By normality we may therefore separate each {77a fl Kan:a < a>i} by an appropriate discrete collection of open sets in (X, r). Thus we have satisfied (*), and so 77 can be separated in (X, r), contradicting our assumption. Therefore, 77 cannot be separated in (X, r'), and so (X, r') is not CWN. D COROLLARY ({>*)• T^ere exz'sis a perfectly normal, locally compact, CWH, non-CWN space.
PROOF. Apply the theorem to Fleissner's CH example [F] of a (perfectly) normal nonmetrizable Moore space. D
